Revati is a highly evolved spiritual wave length. It represents endings and new beginnings. It represents the Womb of the great, all pervasive Goddess Mother of creation. It is highly empathetic and deeply intuitive. On a subtle level, Revati has its roots in another world beyond this one. It offers insights, talents and vision which are capable of transforming society as we know it. It is a Great Nurturer and gives endlessly. It is of utmost importance that this building be aligned with both terrestrial and celestial energy grids so that the inflowing energy and nourishment may forever be greater than the outflow. In this way, those who use this structure will be able to give freely without being depleted. Great creative talents and genius may be discovered here as they are inherent within these vibrational fields. It represents great personal power combined with selfless service.

In this energy matrix one may be supported to achieve liberation from mere ego materialistic ambitions and to achieve high spiritual awareness and great bliss in the experience of life. It is through this bliss that transformation and transcendence from duality is achieved.

Great wealth with little effort is natural for this wave length. This wealth is liberated beyond usual known limits by the individual's spontaneous joy in life, in all of its aspects. This spontaneous joy is strongly nurtured and supported through the inherent vibrational affects of this specific wave length of sound and light.

The female elephant is a very powerful symbol of influence within this ambiance.

Deep intelligence, great gifts of nurturing and giving, natural levels of unlimited abundance, enduring memory, a powerful mind, and the ability to create through divine inspiration are all liberated within this amazing energy field. All of the arts flourish within this ambiance.

Selfless service is the crowning expression of this nurturing and powerful celestial wave length.

Instructions for aligning the main entrance door to assist in maximizing the structure's conduction of the natural and powerful energies of the terrestrial and celestial energy grid systems. The qualities of this Nakshatra are enhanced by placing the Entry Door on the north side of the structure and facing 2 degrees east of true north (not magnetic north). This is accomplished by turning the entire structure until this alignment for the Entry is obtained.